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ABSTRACT

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE CONDITIONAL PRACTICAL PREDICTABILITY OF THE 31 MAY 2013 HEAVY-RAIN-PRODUCING MESOSCALE CONVECTIVE SYSTEM

by

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2018
Under the Supervision of Professor Clark Evans

On 31 May 2013, strong thunderstorms initiated in west-central Oklahoma with one of the storms eventually creating a very strong tornado near El Reno, OK. The storms then grew upscale into a quasi-stationary mesoscale convective system that produced prolonged heavy rainfall that led to severe flooding across parts of Oklahoma, including the Oklahoma City metropolitan area. A 50-member ensemble of short range (0-24 h) forecasts was conducting using a set of initial conditions generated via cycled data assimilation to quantify event predictability and identify forecast sensitivities, primarily with CI and initial upscale growth. Both a composite and ensemble sensitivity analysis were performed using fractions skill score (FSS) as the partitioning forecast metric to measure these dependencies. Both analyses indicate that better forecasts are associated with an upper-level trough further to the west, stronger upper-level ridging to the east, stronger low-level convergence across much of Oklahoma, and a further west dryline and quasi-stationary front across northwest Oklahoma and Kansas. These conditions were associated with better early-stage MCS forecasts, which appears to be associated with better CI forecasts. These findings suggest that even slight differences in conditions leading to CI had large sensitivities in CI and the subsequent upscale growth.
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1. Introduction

Shortly before 2200 UTC on 31 May 2013, a cluster of thunderstorms developed ahead of an upper-tropospheric trough and associated jet streak (Fig. 1), along a quasi-stationary surface frontal boundary (Fig. 2), and in an environment of strong surface-based instability and large westerly lower-middle tropospheric vertical wind shear (Fig. 3) in west-central Oklahoma. The strongest of these storms became a supercell thunderstorm and produced a large tornado near El Reno, Oklahoma. Subsequently, beginning just after 0000 UTC on 1 June, this storm grew upscale into an east-west oriented, quasi-stationary mesoscale convective system (MCS; Houze 2004) over central Oklahoma. Over the next 7 h, as the MCS slowly progressed eastward and developed backbuilding (Schumacher and Johnson 2005) characteristics, rainfall of over 175 mm was observed in much of central Oklahoma. This caused flash flooding in many areas, including Oklahoma City, resulting in twenty-two fatalities between the tornado (eight) and flash flooding (fourteen) portions of the event (NWS 2014; https://www.weather.gov/oun/events-20130531).

A couple of studies quantify the predictability of this event at very-short lead times (0-3 h). For instance, the initiation of this event in convection-allowing ensemble forecasts is sensitive to mesoscale uncertainty in lower- to middle-tropospheric wind, temperature, and moisture (Hitchcock et al. 2016), as manifest in the forecast representation of the frontal boundary that served as the triggering mechanism for deep, moist convection initiation (CI; e.g., Weckwerth and Parsons 2006). Assimilating rawinsonde observations collected in the pre- and near-storm environments during the Mesoscale Predictability Experiment (MPEX; Weisman et al. 2015, Trapp et al. 2016) improves CI location forecasts within 3 h of initiation, although this finding is not generalizable to other MPEX events (Hitchcock et al. 2016). Likewise, assimilating conventional radar data early in the event increases forecast skill at 0-3 h forecast lead times in a
separate ensemble of convection-allowing forecasts in which radar data are not assimilated (Yussouf et al. 2016). At longer leads (e.g., forecasts issued between 6-24 h prior to CI for this event), a cursory examination of operational Storm Prediction Center and convection-allowing model forecasts suggests that predictability of this event was relatively high, with minor uncertainty in the persistence of isolated CI preceding upscale growth and in the location (northern versus central Oklahoma) where upscale growth and backbuilding would later occur (not shown).

Atmospheric variability on the order of observational uncertainty in both thermodynamic and kinematic fields, particularly in the lower troposphere, can impact where, when, or if CI occurs (e.g., Crook 1996). Indeed, arguably “the most difficult prediction task is to foresee development of the first convective storm in an area” (Lilly 1990). CI predictability is fundamentally limited by an inability to accurately analyze or predict the atmospheric state across scales (e.g., Duda and Gallus 2013; Burghardt et al. 2014; Burlingame et al. 2017; Keclik et al. 2017). For instance, CI is sensitive to the meso-alpha- to synoptic-scale thermodynamic and kinematic environment, such as may be manifest through frontal boundary or dryline placement (e.g., Weisman et al. 2008, Duda and Gallus 2013, Hill et al. 2016, Burlingame et al. 2017, Keclik et al. 2017). However, the meso-beta- to microscales are also important for CI timing and location, such as may be manifest through local variability in planetary boundary layer (PBL) lifting and moistening (e.g., Crook 1996, Weckwerth 2000, Markowski et al. 2006, Weckwerth et al. 2008, Kain et al. 2013, Duda and Gallus 2013, Hill et al. 2016). Consequently, although convection-allowing models are able coarsely resolve the small-scale physical processes important for CI and thus provide skillful probabilistic CI forecasts, model-forecast CI appears to be a poor indicator of impending thunderstorm-related hazards such as organized MCSs (Kain et al. 2013).
Mesoscale convective systems can greatly impact society with heavy rain and damaging winds (Schumacher and Johnson 2005; Weisman 1992), yet like CI also have somewhat limited predictability (e.g., Wandishin et al. 2008, 2010, Melhauser and Zhang 2012). There is some suggestion that diabatic forcing associated with small-scale moist dynamics is of major importance to MCS predictability as a primary source of rapid error growth from small to large scales (e.g., Hohenegger et al. 2006, Hohenegger and Schär 2007, Melhauser and Zhang 2012). However, MCSs are also sensitive to small large-scale atmospheric initial uncertainties, with recent research suggesting that downscale growth of these uncertainties results in the aforementioned diabatically driven small-scale error growth (Durran and Weyn 2016, Weyn and Durran 2017). Uncertainties in near-surface fields (e.g., Hill et al. 2016), moisture and buoyancy profiles (e.g., Gilmore and Wicker 1998, Park 1999, Coniglio et al. 2007), and kinematic fields (e.g., Gilmore and Wicker 1998, Coniglio et al. 2007) are all known to contribute to limited MCS predictability.

Most MCS predictability research prescribes CI, such as through the use of a localized warm bubble near the surface in idealized simulations (Wandishin et al. 2008, 2010), or assumes CI in real-data simulations, each of which likely overstate MCS predictability. A limited number of studies examine MCS predictability when CI is uncertain. For example, model-forecast CI in west-central Oklahoma in the 31 May 2013 event discussed early is sensitive to horizontal grid spacing and planetary boundary layer parameterization (Schumacher 2015). For that specific model configuration, forecast skill for this event decreases with finer horizontal grid spacing, mainly due to the inability of the storms to initiate due to the development of a series of gravity waves that increases turbulent vertical mixing of moisture within the planetary boundary layer that affects dryline movement and lower-tropospheric moisture content (Schumacher 2015). Similarly, the 8 May 2009 “Super Derecho” case (Weisman et al. 2013; Evans et al. 2014) shows high practical
predictability for the MCS itself but minimal predictability for the associated mesovortex’s intensity at lead times of 18-24 h (Grunzke and Evans 2017). Variability in the model-forecast occurrence of elevated CI over northwest Kansas during the observed MCS’s initiation phase is identified as the primary distinguishing factor between more and less skillful forecasts of mesovortex intensity (Grunzke and Evans 2017). However, these studies consider only a portion of the predictability spectrum (initial condition uncertainty and a subset of potential sources of model error) for only two cases.

This research seeks to add to the limited conditional MCS predictability literature, focusing on quantifying the practical predictability and forecast sensitivities of a single case, the 31 May 2013 central Oklahoma event, without explicitly assuming or prescribing CI. It is hypothesized that the most important control upon MCS predictability for this event is atmospheric uncertainty in the pre-convective environment, particularly in proximity to the dryline and quasi-stationary surface frontal boundary along which CI occurs. Specifically, this research quantifies forecast sensitivities for the early-stage lifecycle (CI through upscale growth and initial backbuilding development) of the 31 May 2013 heavy-rain–producing MCS to atmospheric uncertainty within a 50-member convection-allowing ensemble, focusing on short forecast lead times (0-24 h). Consequently, the aim of this research is to improve the understanding of and ability to predict organized convective events, particularly high-impact cases that are difficult to forecast.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. The experimental design, including specifics regarding the cycled analysis, free forecast, verification methods, composite generation, and sensitivity analysis, is documented in section 2. Ensemble assimilation quality and ensemble forecast sensitivities are quantified in section 3. Finally, a discussion, conclusions, and future work are presented in section 4.
2. Methodology

   a. Cycled analysis

   The configuration of the cycled ensemble data assimilation and forecast system follows closely to Grunzke and Evans (2017) and references therein. Briefly, cycled data assimilation is conducted using the Advanced Research version of the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF-ARW; Skamarock et al. 2008), version 3.9.1, coupled to the lanaï release of the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART; Anderson and Collins 2007; Anderson et al. 2009) software. DART assimilates observations to update short-lead ensemble forecasts generated by WRF-ARW and generate ensemble initial conditions (ICs) using an ensemble adjustment Kalman filter. Cycling of the data assimilation system occurs every 6 h, with assimilation beginning at 1200 UTC 26 May 2013 and lasting until 1200 UTC 31 May 2013.

   The cycled analysis uses 15-km horizontal grid spacing covering the conterminous United States and parts of Mexico, Canada, and the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans with 50 vertical levels extending to 50 hPa. Model parameterizations closely follow Romine et al. (2013, 2014) and Grunzke and Evans (2017) and include the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ) planetary boundary layer scheme (Janjic 1994), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for Global Climate Models for both longwave and shortwave radiation (Iacono et al. 2008), the NOAH land surface model (Chen and Dudhia 2001), the Thompson microphysics scheme (Thompson et al. 2008), and the revised Tiedtke deep cumulus scheme (Tiedtke 1989; Zhang et al. 2011).

   Initial and lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) at the beginning of the cycled analysis process are obtained from the 0.5° Global Forecast System (GFS) 0-h analysis and 6-h forecast from the 1200 UTC 26 May 2013 model cycle. These data are randomly perturbed with 50 random samples from the climatological background error covariance matrix embedded in the WRF-Var software.
package (Barker et al. 2012) using the fixed covariance perturbation technique of Torn et al. (2006).

To decrease the effects of spurious correlations from sampling errors and to preserve ensemble spread (e.g., Torn 2010, Romine et al. 2013, Schwartz et al. 2014), following Grunzke and Evans (2017), adaptive Gaspari-Cohn localization (Gaspari and Cohn 1999; Anderson 2012), sampling error correction (Anderson 2012), and time- and space-varying adaptive prior inflation applied in model state space (Anderson 2009) are used. The Gaspari-Cohn localization uses a 5th-order compactly supported polynomial and the adaptive prior inflation uses Bayesian statistics to update the spatially varying prior inflation factor. Table 1 provides information regarding the DART configuration.

Data are primarily obtained from the NOAA Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System and include Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine (METAR), radiosonde/dropsonde, marine station (ship and buoy), aircraft, and profiler observations. Also assimilated are satellite-derived atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) obtained from the UW-Madison Space Science and Engineering Center (Velden et al. 2005). Specific observation types assimilated from each dataset, including the assumed observation errors for each type, are provided in Table 2. Observation windows for all types are ±1 h. Following Romine et al. (2013), WRF-ARW state variables updated during cycled analysis include U, V, W, T, QVAPOR, QCLOUD, QRAIN, QNRAIN, QSNOW, QICE, QNICE, QGRAUP, H_DIABATIC, and REFL_10CM, as well as PH, MU, Q2, T2, V10, U10, and PSFC for vertical-coordinate transformations and/or use by forward operators.

Additional observational processing closely resembles that of Grunzke and Evans (2017). This includes a check to exclude observations when the observation height and model terrain height differ by more than 300 m (Ha and Snyder 2014). In addition, densely packed observations are
“superobbed,” with distance thresholds for aircraft and satellite-derived observation superobbing set to ± 22.5 km and ± 25 hPa in the horizontal and vertical, respectively. Observational error for observations near the analysis domain’s lateral boundaries is increased within the first five grid points inward of the boundaries, and any observations that fall outside of three standard deviations of the ensemble prior estimate are rejected. Assimilation quality is investigated by evaluating the bias, root-mean squared error (RMSE), and total ensemble spread (including both assumed observation error and ensemble spread; e.g., Dowell et al. 2004) of the prior and posterior analyses.

b. Free forecasts

Free forecasts start from the end of the cycled analysis period at 1200 UTC 31 May 2013 and run out to 36 h (0000 UTC 2 June 2013). Forecasts are conducted for all 50 ensemble members on a two-way nested domain, with a $\Delta x = 3$ km horizontal grid spacing domain (1501 x 951 grid points; 50 vertical levels extending up to 50 hPa) embedded in the $\Delta x = 15$ km analysis domain. The inner $\Delta x = 3$ km domain encompasses the conterminous United States. Figure 4 shows the outer and inner domains with an example of assimilated observations for the 1200 UTC 27 May 2013 analysis cycle. Ensemble forecasts are initialized with the posterior analyses from the last cycled analysis at 1200 UTC 31 May 2013. LBCs are obtained by perturbing 0.5° 1200 UTC 31 May 2013 GFS model cycle data every 3-h from the 0-h analysis through the 36-h forecast period using the fixed covariance technique of Torn et al. (2006). Physical parameterizations follow those used in the cycled analysis except for the deep cumulus parameterization, which is turned off on the 3-km domain under the assumption that deep cumulus is at least crudely resolved. This configuration largely follows previous studies that used WRF-ARW coupled with DART to generate initial conditions for convection-allowing model forecasts (e.g., Romine et al. 2013, 2014; Schwartz et al. 2014, 2015b,c; Torn and Romine 2015; Grunzke and Evans 2017).
c. Forecast verification

To assess forecast quality and inform subsequent composite and ensemble sensitivity analyses, fractions skill score (FSS; Roberts and Lean 2008, Schwartz et al. 2010) is used to verify individual ensemble member 6-h accumulated precipitation forecasts valid at 0400 UTC 1 June 2013, roughly encompassing the period of CI and initial upscale growth in central Oklahoma with the observed event. FSS is a neighborhood verification method that accounts for spatial displacements in forecast quantities at a given threshold and over a desired radius of influence. FSS has gained widespread use, especially within the last decade, to measure precipitation forecast skill (e.g., Roberts and Lean 2008, Schwartz et al. 2009, 2010, 2014, 2015, Romine et al. 2013, 2014, 2016, Schwartz 2016, Sobash et al. 2016a,b, Schwartz and Sobash 2017, Gowan et al. 2018) given its intrinsic neighborhood formulation (versus grid-point verification, where a small spatial offset between forecast and analysis fields results in both a miss and false alarm at their respective grid points).

The process of computing FSS, here done using the Model Evaluation Tools package (Fowler et al. 2010), first involves using linear interpolation to regrid both modeled and observed (in this study, one-hourly data from the NCEP Stage IV analysis, later combined into a six-hourly accumulation; Lin and Mitchell 2005) spatially varying accumulated precipitation data to a common 0.04° latitude/longitude grid encompassing all of Oklahoma except for the panhandle (Fig. 5). Next, a binary yes/no field for both observations and model forecasts is generated based on a 6-h (between 2200 31 May - 0400 UTC 1 June 2013) accumulation threshold of 25 mm. This period and accumulation threshold effectively delineate the region of supercell initiation and initial upscale growth into an MCS for the observed event (Fig. 5). Sensitivity in the results to the chosen evaluation region, accumulation threshold, and 6-h accumulation period is negligible for small
perturbations in each (not shown). Next, the fractions of observed and forecast grid points exceeding the 25-mm accumulation threshold within a neighborhood of radius 25 km are computed; an idealized example of this process is depicted in Fig. 6. Sensitivity in the results to small perturbations in the neighborhood size is also negligible (not shown).

The fractions Brier score (FBS) is then computed as:

$$\text{FBS} = \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} [NP_{F(i)} - NP_{O(i)}]^2$$

where NP is the neighborhood probability for the forecast \((F)\) and observed \((O)\) fraction fields, respectively, for each grid box \((I)\) considered. FBS ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 representing a perfect forecast. From this, the worst-possible FBS for the forecast and observed neighborhood fractions is defined as,

$$\text{FBS}_{\text{worst}} = \frac{1}{N_p} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} NP_{F(i)}^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{N_p} NP_{O(i)}^2 \right].$$

The FSS is then computed, following Roberts (2005), as:

$$\text{FSS} = 1 - \frac{\text{FBS}}{\text{FBS}_{\text{worst}}},$$

where FSS represents the skill of a forecast compared to the observations in a way that FBS cannot because it no longer depends on the frequency of an event (Roberts and Lean 2008, Schwartz et al. 2010). FSS ranges from 0 to 1, with a score of 1 representing a perfect forecast. Note that FSS is computed separately for each ensemble member, to evaluate skill variation across the ensemble, rather than using an ensemble neighborhood probability over the entire ensemble, in which overall ensemble forecast skill would be quantified (Schwartz and Sobash 2017).

d. Analysis methods

Ensemble-member FSSs are sorted from best to worst (Fig. 7) for the purposes of identifying the ten-best and -worst forecasts to develop composites. The use of ten members per composite is
somewhat arbitrary, but the composite analyses are found to be somewhat insensitive to the precise members chosen for each composite (e.g., by swapping the 9th and 10th best/worst members with the next two members in the FSS ranking, respectively; not shown).

Separately, sensitivity in ensemble-member forecast skill, as measured using FSS, to the initial and forecast atmospheric state is assessed using ensemble sensitivity analysis (ESA; Ancell and Hakim 2007, Torn and Hakim 2008). ESA has been applied to ensemble forecasts at a wide range of lead times for a broad spectrum of meteorological phenomena spanning from the synoptic- to the convective-scale (e.g., Ancell and Hakim 2007, Torn and Hakim 2008, 2009, Torn 2010a,b, Bednarczyk and Ancell 2015, Torn and Romine 2015, Hill et al. 2016, Romine et al. 2016, Berman et al. 2017, Grunzke and Evans 2017, Torn et al. 2017).

ESA represents the slope of the linear regression between a forecast metric $J$ and an analysis state variable $x$:

$$\frac{\partial J}{\partial x} = \frac{\text{cov}(J, x)}{\text{var}(x)},$$

where $J$ represents a $1 \times M$ ensemble estimate of the forecast metric and $x$ is an $N \times M$ ensemble estimate of the analysis state, with $M =$ ensemble size (here, 50) and $N =$ number of horizontal grid points in the model domain (here, $1501 \times 951 = 1,427,451$). Here, $J$ is the ensemble-member FSS, and a multitude of atmospheric state fields from forecast hours 0 (1200 UTC 31 May 2013) to 16 (0400 UTC 1 June 2013) are considered for the analysis state variable $x$. Both $J$ and $x$ have their ensemble means removed prior to computing the sensitivity metric, following Ancell and Hakim (2007) and Torn and Hakim (2008). For interpretation, the sensitivity metric is normalized by the standard deviation of the analysis metric, such that a one standard deviation change in the analysis metric is associated with the displayed change in the forecast metric (here, an increase or decrease in FSS). Further, the sensitivity metric is only considered where the linear correlation coefficient
Both composite analysis and ESA have strengths and weaknesses. For instance, ESA considers variation across the full ensemble whereas composite analysis only considers selected ensemble members, and variation across the members of a given composite is assumed to be negligible. That said, ESA assumes linear relationships across the ensemble, which may not be realistic given the importance of moist dynamics to nonlinear error growth on short time scales (Gilmour et al. 2001). Nevertheless, previous studies (e.g., Hill et al. 2016, Berman et al. 2017, Grunzke and Evans 2017) demonstrate that ESA can provide insight into forecast sensitivities and dynamical processes even in the presence of non-linearity.

3. Results

a. Assimilation performance

The cycled analysis is analyzed for performance to determine whether the posterior analysis is improved relative to the prior analysis and the extent to which the prior RMSE and total spread (ensemble spread plus assumed observation error) are consistent with each other. The latter of these measures is considered to determine whether the flow-dependent forecast error covariance statistics used in the assimilation process are both reliable and realistic (Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998, Dowell et al. 2004).

At the surface, here considered in terms of METAR observations, RMSE and total spread decrease substantially in the posterior relative to the prior analysis for all variables (Fig. 8). The posterior analysis is also associated with substantially reduced diurnal variation in RMSE and total spread as compared to the prior analysis. These results follow those of Romine et al. (2013) and Grunzke and Evans (2017), among others. In general, prior and posterior total spread for all
variables are slightly higher than their corresponding RMSE values at all analysis times, suggesting that minor analysis improvements might be obtained by reducing the assumed observation errors. Temperature is generally cool-biased, while specific humidity is generally moist-biased; although the posterior analysis reduces bias amplitudes, the signs of each bias persist (Fig. 8b,c). This is likely a result of the MYJ PBL parameterization scheme, which is known to have a cool and moist bias in warm-season, thunderstorm-supporting environments (e.g., Hu et al. 2010, Coniglio et al. 2013). The horizontal winds (Figs. 8d,e), on the other hand, exhibit a slight easterly and southerly bias in the prior that is eliminated for the zonal wind while considerably reduced for the meridional wind in their respective posterior analyses.

Above the surface, vertical profiles of selected variables from several observation platforms exhibit minimal change in RMSE, total spread, and bias between the posterior analyses from 1200 UTC 28 May 2013 and 1200 UTC 31 May 2013 (Fig. 9). However, the correspondence between total spread and RMSE is similar to that seen for the surface observation platforms; i.e., total spread is generally slightly larger than RMSE at each variable and altitude (c.f. Figs. 8-9). Posterior biases for both times in each variable are generally near zero except for the horizontal wind observations from radiosondes, for which bias is somewhat more variable with height (Figs. 9c-d).

The assimilation quality results closely mirror those of Grunzke and Evans (2017), which used a nearly identical analysis system. Although Grunzke and Evans (2017) considered a case from 2009, for which the corresponding GFS analysis at the completion of the cycled analysis period is likely degraded compared to that herein due to numerous model, data assimilation, and observation improvements since 2013, their analysis better fit observations than did the corresponding GFS analysis at the end of the cycled analysis period. Further investigation is needed, however, to determine if the same is true for this case.
b. Ensemble performance

With respect to CI, the better-performing ensemble members very closely follow the observed CI timing around 2200 UTC but are much different in terms of CI location, with modeled CI consistently occurring approximately 200 km to the south-southwest, near the Texas-Oklahoma border, of the observed CI event in central Oklahoma (Figs. 10a and 11). The worst-performing ensemble members have approximately the same initiation time but are 40 km even further south-southwest (Figs. 10b and 12), with these initial storms typically either dissipating in central Oklahoma before new convection initiated after 0400 UTC or remaining weak before intensifying and growing upscale after 0400 UTC. The CI timing errors are consistent with previous research (e.g., Kain et al. 2013, Duda and Gallus 2013, Burghardt et al. 2014, Burlingame et al. 2017, Keclik et al. 2017); however, the spatial errors are somewhat larger than those in previous studies (although several of them restricted their search radius for event verification to small distances than 200 km). Whereas the spatial error in model-predicted CI was large with small temporal error (Fig. 10), the opposite is somewhat seen with respect to MCS formation: spatial errors are smaller (models a bit further northeast, despite the large spatial CI errors) with larger temporal error across the ensemble (Fig. 11d and 13). Some members produce the MCS much earlier in the simulations while others produce it much later however it does seem in part dependent on how the initial cells fare upon initiation. Regardless, most ensemble members initiate an MCS in northeast-to-central Oklahoma at some point during the evening to mid-morning hours on 31 May – 1 June 2013 (not shown). This may be related to a low-level jet that may have provided the lift necessary to produce the MCS even if it may have been well after 0400 UTC. This will be expanded upon in future research where this part of the event may be of greater focus in order to better understand the entirety of this event.
Ensemble member forecasts exhibit a wide range of FSSs for the 25-mm threshold for the 2200 UTC 31 May - 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 period (Table 3; Fig. 7). Compared to previous studies, the mean of the ensemble-member FSSs of 0.35 for a 25-km neighborhood is higher than that for the same-sized neighborhood in Schwartz et al. (2010) when comparing similar rain rate thresholds. It is also higher than those for a larger 50 km neighborhood in other studies (Schwartz et al. 2014, Romine et al. 2013), albeit with different rain rate thresholds. It should be noted, however, that the cases considered by each of these studies are quite different, and no attempt is made to determine whether the case considered here is associated with intrinsically higher predictability. Future work is planned to compute the “target skill” metric of Roberts and Lean (2008) to evaluate the extent to which the ensemble forecasts in this study are truly skillful.

c. Composites

Composites of middle-tropospheric fields highlight small meso-to-synoptic-scale differences in feature amplitude and placement between the best- and worst-performing ensemble members. At 500 hPa, the primary feature of interest is a meso-alpha-scale area of higher geopotential height (Fig. 14c) and more anticyclonic flow (Figs. 14a-b) along the Iowa-Missouri border, immediately downstream of a central United States longwave trough, in better-performing ensemble members. This results in a larger horizontal geopotential height gradient, larger differential cyclonic absolute vorticity advection, and greater quasi-geostrophic forcing for lower-to-middle tropospheric ascent from western Kansas and Oklahoma into the central Mississippi River valley. The composites also indicate that a weak shortwave in the north-central High Plains on the western edge of the central United States longwave trough is located further southwest in the better-performing ensemble members (Fig. 14c). It is speculated that this helps to sustain initial convection in western
In the lower troposphere, the lee cyclone along the quasi-stationary frontal boundary in western Oklahoma is stronger in the better-performing ensemble members (Fig. 15a). In conjunction with this, southerly flow impinging on the baroclinic zone ahead of the lee cyclone is faster in the better-performing ensemble members near the time of CI (Fig. 15b). This indicates stronger convergence and thus lower-tropospheric forcing for ascent along the quasi-stationary front. The kinematic field differences persist through the period of upscale growth and backbuilding development (Fig. 15c), potentially helping to support MCS maintenance in better-performing ensemble members through the local evening hours. As a result of the kinematic differences, horizontal gradients of moisture (Figs. 16-17) and instability (Fig. 18) along the quasi-stationary front are larger in magnitude and potentially displaced slightly westward in the better-performing ensemble members.

Together, the lower-to-middle tropospheric composite analyses near the time of observed CI imply stronger forcing for ascent in a favorable thermodynamic environment in western Oklahoma (Fig. 18) in the better-performing ensemble members. This is hypothesized to erode the convective inhibition over western Oklahoma (Fig. 18b) sufficiently so as to allow for CI and upscale growth to more readily occur in the better-performing ensemble members but not to the same extent in the worst-performing ensemble members.

d. Ensemble Sensitivity Analysis

On an overarching basis, the ESA shows similar features to the composites with regions of highest sensitivity in the same regions of greatest differences between the best and worst ensembles. In particular, 500 hPa meridional and zonal winds (Fig. 19 at 2200 UTC) showed the same southwestern shift in the trough axis over the central US supporting the idea of a stronger
ridge in the central US/mid-Mississippi Valley region with better FSSs. Similar findings continued with 850 hPa winds (Fig. 20 at 2200 UTC) that features converging winds (especially meridional) along the southwest-northeast axis of Oklahoma. This is seen from the surface to at least 700 hPa, likely indicative of the stationary front. The similarities continue with low-level moisture fields (Fig. 21 at 2200 UTC) in the vicinity of the dryline, including the dryline bulge region with seemingly a more western dryline, possibly stronger gradients, and a more pronounced and more northerly dryline bulge with better FSSs likely explaining the differences in CI location.

With the ESA a few additional features were investigated including 300 hPa winds, equivalent potential temperature and potential temperature. With the 300 hPa winds, the greatest sensitivities in the jet streak region for the zonal winds (Fig. 22a at 2200 UTC) and meridional winds (Fig. 22b at 2200 UTC). These unique sensitivities are likely a result of strength and location differences in the jet streak between ensemble members with the positively sensitive regions showing stronger winds overall in the northern part of the jet streak, indicative of perhaps a more expansive jet with better FSSs. This might thus lead to varying regions and/or degrees of divergence aloft that could impact CI but more likely the upscale growth.

Equivalent potential temperature at 700 hPa (Fig. 23a at 2200 UTC) shows that there may have been localized higher moisture further aloft in the region of CI for better-performing ensembles. This may have some significance particularly for CI because it may make the storm environment more susceptible to initiation given more low-level buoyancy despite that it might initially lower instability. However, outside of this localized environment, storms may be more likely to flourish while moving into a new environment. At 850 hPa, as well as at 925 hPa, shows similar features to those seen in the moisture fields as might be expected with mostly positive
sensitivities along the dryline region (Fig. 23b at 2200 UTC). This reinforces the idea that the dryline is further west and has a stronger gradient.

This is similarly seen with potential temperature as well, particularly at 700 hPa (Fig. 24a at 2200 UTC) though this may not be related to the dryline, though remains consistent with the implications made with previous fields. At 850 hPa (Fig. 24b at 2200 UTC), there are explicit differences in the potential temperature field perhaps showing influence from the lee cyclone and the region of converging winds across Oklahoma. These sensitivities may be followed closer to the surface at 925 hPa (not shown) and with the locations of these sensitivities there are some indications that CI may have been influenced by differences in potential temperature at the low levels in a similar manner to the moisture boundaries influence. These differences may not be directly related to the moisture boundary differences but perhaps suggest differences in the region are indicative of differences with temperature boundaries (cold/stationary front) located in the same region as the dryline.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This research quantified the practical predictability and forecast sensitivities of the 31 May 2013 heavy-rain–producing MCS in central Oklahoma, particularly with respect to its sensitivity to CI prior to upscale growth. In both the composites and ESA, winds at 500 hPa showed sensitivity to the location of a 500 hPa trough, with better ensemble members likely indicating a more southwesterly trough axis, which would likely shift absolute vorticity further west pushing associated cyclonic vorticity advection further west as well. This might thus shift CI further west, however, it is worth noting that sensitivities at 500 hPa are mainly found in Kansas and north of CI location. Further aloft, negative sensitivities within a jet streak at 300 hPa seemingly indicates stronger zonal winds in the jet to the east associated with decreasing FSS suggesting that
downward motion linked to the right exit region of the jet might be stronger and/or more expansive that might inhibit convection and corresponding upscale growth in northern Oklahoma and eastern Kansas. At 500 hPa and 300 hPa direct correlations to CI are found and helps determine potential impacts on upscale growth and mode of convection.

As one might expect from regions closer to the surface or more generally within the PBL, largest differences are seen at the lower levels, at 850 hPa and below, though 700 hPa also hints at regions of interest with respect to convergence along the axis of the trough. The moisture parameters were of particular importance with the dryline likely being one of the main forcing mechanisms for CI with FSSs being very sensitive. At 850 hPa, the dryline is not immediately noticeable as there are multiple but the regions of higher moisture in the field were very sensitive with the composites and ESA indicating that the entire moisture field is further west with increasing FSSs with possibly higher moisture overall and stronger moisture gradient. The 850 hPa winds also indicate high positive sensitivity to meridional winds in Oklahoma and to a lesser degree the zonal winds that indicate stronger winds overall in this region in addition to a stronger gradient. This is indicative of stronger convergence in this area in a slightly different region than that indicated by the dryline possibly signifying the quasi-stationary/cold front. At lower levels the dryline becomes more apparent and reinforces the idea of higher FSSs associated with a more northwesterly dryline and a likely stronger gradient. The low-levels also indicate a slight dryline bulge in northern Texas with similar sensitivities. This would seemingly lead to this region being most likely for CI with CI potentially further west and slightly earlier associated with members with higher FSSs. However, it is likely that the mid-upper levels act in concert with the lower levels, that while differences are not as large, the impact of smaller differences plays a large role in the greater differences seen at lower levels.
Determining the best 6 h period for joint CI and MCS predictability FSS highlights variable skill metric values across the ensemble based on whether an earlier 6-h period including CI or a later 6-h period focusing on upscale growth and/or backbuilding development is considered. After evaluating the sensitivity via six 6-h periods that span over different parts of the event from 2200-0400 UTC increasing each hour until 0300-0900 UTC, along with one 11-h period from 2200-0900 UTC, the smallest FSSs are seen in the middle two 6-h periods. More specifically, the highest ensemble members’ FSSs decrease until the middle two 6-h time periods (starting at 0000 UTC and 0100 UTC) and then increases again for the last two periods. In addition, the ensemble members with the highest FSS values for the earliest-considered periods generally had comparatively low FSS values for later periods, and vice versa: the ensemble members with the lowest FSS values for the earliest-considered periods generally had comparatively high FSS values for later periods. Based on the actual event having multiple modes (e.g., supercell-to-MCS followed by separate CI tied to the low-level jet), this suggests that the ensembles may struggle more during the middle of the event, which may be attributed to the modality of this event. This may be because precipitation is extremely sensitive to the spatial and temporal variability of these modes and the transition phases from mode to mode as the actual event would indicate discrete cells initially, shifting into an east-west oriented quasi-stationary MCS before back-building, where then the storm quickly starts pushing southeast. Further investigation is needed to quantify why event predictability varies as it does through the MCS’s life cycle and the extent to which forecast sensitivities vary as a function of the chosen verification period.

Future work could be used to expand on much of the research here including further work with this event and using similar methods to study other events. One area of future work could be to further quantify contributions from model error, including with parameterization choices.
(particularly the microphysical parameterization, which previous studies have demonstrated to exert a significant control on convective system cold-pool properties and thus longevity; e.g., Adams-Selin et al. 2013). Although this research did not investigate the changes in mode of the storms a great deal, this research suggests that storm mode may have had sensitivities based upon the variations in FSS while using different time periods and future work could be useful to determine why the changes in mode occurred and what lead to the spatial and temporal changes. Finally, a more in-depth look at these ensemble members and their differences is needed to better understand the potential triggers of upscale growth and back-building phases of this event.
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### Table 1. DART parameters used in the cycled analysis system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filter Type</td>
<td>Ensemble adjustment Kalman Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble members</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilation interval</td>
<td>6 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localization type</td>
<td>Gaspari-Cohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive localization threshold</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlier threshold</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation type</td>
<td>Spatially-varying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive inflation initial mean</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive inflation initial standard deviation</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling error correction</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutoff</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal localization half-width</td>
<td>635 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical localization half-width</td>
<td>8 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation Platform</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METAR/Marine</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U-, V- winds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiosonde/Dropsonde</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U-, V- winds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface altimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACARS (aircraft)</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(±22.5 km, ±25 hPa)*</td>
<td>U-, V- winds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiler</td>
<td>U-, V- winds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Derived</td>
<td>U-, V- winds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(±22.5 km, ±25 hPa)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Table 2. Observation platforms and the corresponding quantities assimilated.*
### Best/Worst Ensemble Member FSSs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best</th>
<th>0.67</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>0.14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** List of the 10 best- and worst-performing ensemble members with their corresponding FSSs for the 6-hr period from 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 to 0400 UTC 1 June 2013.
List of Figures

Figure 1. Rapid Refresh model 0-h analysis at 1800 UTC 31 May 2013, showing 300 hPa wind speed (color shading in m s$^{-1}$), 850 hPa wind barbs (half barb = 5 kt, full barb = 10 kt, pennant = 50 kt; 1 kt = 0.5144 m s$^{-1}$), sea-level pressure (black contours every 4 hPa, with low pressure centers indicated by L), and surface-based convective available potential energy (gray shading in J kg$^{-1}$). Figure reproduced from Schumacher (2015), their Fig. 1.

Figure 2. Surface analysis at 2100 UTC 31 May 2013 over central Oklahoma, including standard and Oklahoma Mesonet surface observations (temperature at upper left in °C, dew point temperature at lower left in °C, sea-level pressure at upper right in hPa*10 with the leading 9 or 10 omitted, and wind barbs at center with half barb = 5 kt, barb = 10 kt, and pennant = 50 kt). Surface boundaries are manually analyzed, including a cold/stationary front, dry line, and pre-frontal trough. The red star marks the location of the observed and model vertical profiles depicted in Fig. 3. Figure reproduced from Schumacher (2015), their Fig. 2.

Figure 3. Skew $T$–ln $p$ diagram depicting a mobile radiosonde observation collected by Colorado State University at 1920 UTC 31 May in the pre-frontal, pre-dryline airmass at the location in west-central Oklahoma marked by the red star (temperature trace in red, dew point temperature trace in green, wind barbs in black in the first column at right, and the associated hodograph in the upper inset in red). A profile from the same location in a Colorado State University real-time, convection-allowing 0000 UTC model forecast valid at 1930 UTC is also depicted (temperature trace in solid blue, dew point temperature trace in dashed blue, wind barbs in black in the second column at right, and the associated hodograph in the upper inset in blue). For the wind barbs, a half barb = 5 kt, full barb = 10 kt, and pennant = 50 kt. The parcel curve (dashed black) is for a parcel with the mean properties of the lowest 50 hPa in the observed sounding. Thermodynamic
quantities for both the observed (top) and model soundings (bottom) are shown at right. Figure reproduced from Schumacher (2015), their Fig. 6.

**Figure 4.** Observations assimilated at 1200 UTC 27 May 2013, with the outer and inner domains outlined by concentric thick black lines.

**Figure 5.** Precipitation (mm) observations from NCEP Stage IV analysis (Lin and Mitchell 2005) using the same coordinates used in the computation of the FSS for the same 6-h period of 2200 UTC 31 May to 0400 UTC 1 June.

**Figure 6.** Hypothetical example of forecast (left) and observed (right) fractions within a 5 x 5 neighborhood (outer black line) centered on a single grid point (inner black line). In this example, the center grid point did not forecast the field of interest (e.g., 6-h accumulated precipitation) at the threshold of interest, even though it was observed. In a traditional grid-point verification, this would be classified as a miss (0/1 forecast, 1/1 observation). However, for both forecast and observation, seven grid points within the twenty-five grid-point neighborhood met the threshold of interest. For fractions skill score, this would result in a “perfect” neighborhood forecast (7/25 forecast, 7/25 observation). Adapted from Roberts and Lean (2008; their Fig. 2) and Schwartz et al. (2010; their Fig. 11).

**Figure 7.** FSS for the 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 to 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 period over Oklahoma in order of decreasing skill, with the best 10 members to the left of the blue line and the worst 10 members to the right of the green line. The x-axis indicates the ensemble member number associated with a given FSS.

**Figure 8:** RMSE (green), total spread (ensemble spread plus assumed observation error; red), and bias (blue) of the prior (solid) and posterior (dashed) ensemble estimates for METAR (a) altimeter
(hPa), (b) temperature (K), (c) specific humidity (g kg$^{-1}$), (d) zonal wind (m s$^{-1}$), and (e) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$) observations between 1800 UTC 26 May 2013 and 1200 UTC 31 May 2013.

**Figure 9.** RMSE (green), total spread (ensemble spread plus assumed observation error; red), and bias (blue) of the posterior analyses for 1200 UTC 28 May 2013 (solid) and 1200 UTC 31 May 2013 for radiosonde (a) specific humidity (g kg$^{-1}$), (b) temperature (K), (c) zonal wind (m s$^{-1}$), and (d) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$); ACARS (e) specific humidity (g kg$^{-1}$), (f) temperature (K), (g) zonal wind (m s$^{-1}$), and (h) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$); and AMV (i) zonal wind (m s$^{-1}$), and (j) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$).

**Figure 10.** Reflectivity (dBZ, shaded per the color bar in each panel) shown near initiation at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 for the (a) best ensemble member (26), (b) worst ensemble member (44), and (c) the actual case ([http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/](http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/)). In panels (a) and (b), barbs indicate 10-m wind (half barb: 2.5 m s$^{-1}$, barb: 5 m s$^{-1}$, pennant: 25 m s$^{-1}$).

**Figure 11.** Reflectivity (dBZ, shaded) from ensemble member 26 (the best-performing member, in terms of FSS) at (a) 2200 UTC 31 May 2013, (b) 0100 UTC, (c) 0400 UTC, (d) 0700 UTC on 1 June 2013.

**Figure 12.** Reflectivity (dBZ, shaded) from ensemble member 44 (the worst-performing member, in terms of FSS) at (a) 0000 UTC and (b) 0300 UTC on 1 June 2013.

**Figure 13.** Reflectivity (dBZ) from the actual case ([http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/](http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/)) at 0630 UTC on 1 June 2013.

**Figure 14.** Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of 500 hPa (a) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$), (b) zonal wind (m s$^{-1}$), and (c) geopotential height (m) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013. Red (blue) indicates higher values in the average of the best (worst) 10 ensemble
members. Barbs in (a) and (b) indicate the full-ensemble–mean 500 hPa horizontal wind (half barb: 5 kt, full barb: 10 kt, pennant: 50 kt).

**Figure 15.** Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of 850 hPa (a) zonal wind difference (m s\(^{-1}\)), (b) meridional wind difference (m s\(^{-1}\)) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013, and (c) meridional wind difference (m s\(^{-1}\)) at 0500 UTC 1 June 2013. Barbs in each panel indicate the vector wind difference between the best- and worst-performing composite means (half barb: 5 kt, full barb: 10 kt, pennant: 50 kt).

**Figure 16.** Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of (a) 850 hPa dew point temperature (°C) and 1000-500 hPa average relative humidity (%) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.

**Figure 17.** Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of (a) 925 hPa dew point temperature (°C) and surface to 850 hPa average water vapor mixing ratio (g kg\(^{-1}\)) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.

**Figure 18.** Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of (a) surface-based convective available potential energy (J kg\(^{-1}\)) and (b) surface-based convective inhibition (J kg\(^{-1}\)) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.

**Figure 19.** Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 to 500 hPa (a) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) and (b) zonal winds (m s\(^{-1}\)) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.

**Figure 20.** Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 to 850 hPa (a) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) and (b) zonal winds (m s\(^{-1}\)) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 21. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 of (a) 850 hPa water vapor mixing ratio (g kg\(^{-1}\)), (b) 850 hPa dew point temperature (°C), (c) 925 hPa dew point temperature (°C), and (d) surface dew point temperature (°C) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.

Figure 22. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 3 of 300 hPa (a) zonal wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) and (b) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) at on 2200 UTC 31 May 2013. Orange indicates that a one standard deviation increase in the contoured field will result in the shaded increase in FSS, whereas blue indicates that a one standard deviation increase in the contoured field will result in the shaded decrease in FSS.

Figure 23. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 of equivalent potential temperature (K) at (a) 700 hPa and (b) 850 hPa on 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.

Figure 24. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 of potential temperature (K) at (a) 700 hPa and (b) 850 hPa on 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 1. Rapid Refresh model 0-h analysis at 1800 UTC 31 May 2013, showing 300 hPa wind speed (color shading in m s\(^{-1}\)), 850 hPa wind barbs (half barb = 5 kt, full barb = 10 kt, pennant = 50 kt; 1 kt = 0.5144 m s\(^{-1}\)), sea-level pressure (black contours every 4 hPa, with low pressure centers indicated by L), and surface-based convective available potential energy (gray shading in J kg\(^{-1}\)). Figure reproduced from Schumacher (2015), their Fig. 1.
Figure 2. Surface analysis at 2100 UTC 31 May 2013 over central Oklahoma, including standard and Oklahoma Mesonet surface observations (temperature at upper left in °C, dew point temperature at lower left in °C, sea-level pressure at upper right in hPa*10 with the leading 9 or 10 omitted, and wind barbs at center with half barb = 5 kt, barb = 10 kt, and pennant = 50 kt). Surface boundaries are manually analyzed, including a cold/stationary front, dry line, and pre-frontal trough. The red star marks the location of the observed and model vertical profiles depicted in Fig. 3. Figure reproduced from Schumacher (2015), their Fig. 2.
Figure 3. Skew $T$–ln $p$ diagram depicting a mobile radiosonde observation collected by Colorado State University at 1920 UTC 31 May in the pre-frontal, pre-dryline airmass at the location in west-central Oklahoma marked by the red star (temperature trace in red, dew point temperature trace in green, wind barbs in black in the first column at right, and the associated hodograph in the upper inset in red). A profile from the same location in a Colorado State University real-time, convection-allowing 0000 UTC model forecast valid at 1930 UTC is also depicted (temperature trace in solid blue, dew point temperature trace in dashed blue, wind barbs in black in the second column at right, and the associated hodograph in the upper inset in blue). For the wind barbs, a half barb = 5 kt, full barb = 10 kt, and pennant = 50 kt. The parcel curve (dashed black) is for a parcel with the mean properties of the lowest 50 hPa in the observed sounding. Thermodynamic quantities for both the observed (top) and model soundings (bottom) are shown at right. Figure reproduced from Schumacher (2015), their Fig. 6.
Figure 4. Observations assimilated at 1200 UTC 27 May 2013, with the outer and inner domains outlined by concentric thick black lines.
Figure 5. Observed precipitation (shaded; mm) from the NCEP Stage IV analysis (Lin and Mitchell 2005) using the same coordinates used in the computation of the FSS for the 6-h period between 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 and 0400 UTC 1 June 2013.
Figure 6. Hypothetical example of forecast (left) and observed (right) fractions within a 5 x 5 neighborhood (outer black line) centered on a single grid point (inner black line). In this example, the center grid point did not forecast the field of interest (e.g., 6-h accumulated precipitation) at the threshold of interest, even though it was observed. In a traditional grid-point verification, this would be classified as a miss (0/1 forecast, 1/1 observation). However, for both forecast and observation, seven grid points within the twenty-five grid-point neighborhood met the threshold of interest. For fractions skill score, this would result in a “perfect” neighborhood forecast (7/25 forecast, 7/25 observation). Adapted from Roberts and Lean (2008; their Fig. 2) and Schwartz et al. (2010; their Fig. 11).
Figure 7. FSS for the 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 to 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 period over Oklahoma in order of decreasing skill, with the best 10 members to the left of the blue line and the worst 10 members to the right of the green line. The x-axis indicates the ensemble member number associated with a given FSS.
Figure 8: RMSE (green), total spread (ensemble spread plus assumed observation error; red), and bias (blue) of the prior (solid) and posterior (dashed) ensemble estimates for METAR (a) altimeter (hPa), (b) temperature (K), (c) specific humidity (g kg$^{-1}$), (d) zonal wind (m s$^{-1}$), and (e) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$) observations between 1800 UTC 26 May 2013 and 1200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 9. RMSE (green), total spread (ensemble spread plus assumed observation error; red), and bias (blue) of the posterior analyses for 1200 UTC 28 May 2013 (solid) and 1200 UTC 31 May 2013 for radiosonde (a) specific humidity (g kg\(^{-1}\)), (b) temperature (K), (c) zonal wind (m s\(^{-1}\)), and (d) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)); ACARS (e) specific humidity (g kg\(^{-1}\)), (f) temperature (K), (g) zonal wind (m s\(^{-1}\)), and (h) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)); and AMV (i) zonal wind (m s\(^{-1}\)), and (j) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)).
Figure 10. Reflectivity (dBZ, shaded per the color bar in each panel) shown near initiation at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 for the (a) best ensemble member (26), (b) worst ensemble member (44), and (c) the actual case (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/). In panels (a) and (b), barbs indicate 10-m wind (half barb: 2.5 m s\(^{-1}\), barb: 5 m s\(^{-1}\), pennant: 25 m s\(^{-1}\)).
Figure 11. Reflectivity (dBZ, shaded) from ensemble member 26 (the best-performing member, in terms of FSS) at (a) 2200 UTC 31 May 2013, (b) 0100 UTC, (c) 0400 UTC, (d) 0700 UTC on 1 June 2013.
Figure 12. Reflectivity (dBZ, shaded) from ensemble member 44 (the worst-performing member, in terms of FSS) at (a) 0000 UTC and (b) 0300 UTC on 1 June 2013.
Figure 13. Reflectivity (dBZ) from the actual case (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/) at 0630 UTC on 1 June 2013.
Figure 14. Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of 500 hPa (a) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$), (b) zonal wind (m s$^{-1}$), and (c) geopotential height (m) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013. Red (blue) indicates higher values in the average of the best (worst) 10 ensemble members. Barbs in (a) and (b) indicate the full-ensemble–mean 500 hPa horizontal wind (half barb: 5 kt, full barb: 10 kt, pennant: 50 kt).
Figure 15. Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of 850 hPa (a) zonal wind difference (m s$^{-1}$), (b) meridional wind difference (m s$^{-1}$) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013, and (c) meridional wind difference (m s$^{-1}$) at 0500 UTC 1 June 2013. Barbs in each panel indicate the vector wind difference between the best- and worst-performing composite means (half barb: 5 kt, full barb: 10 kt, pennant: 50 kt).
Figure 16. Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of (a) 850 hPa dew point temperature (°C) and 1000-500 hPa average relative humidity (%) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 17. Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of (a) 925 hPa dew point temperature (°C) and surface to 850 hPa average water vapor mixing ratio (g kg⁻¹) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 18. Composite differences (shaded) and full-ensemble–mean (contoured) of (a) surface-based convective available potential energy (J kg$^{-1}$) and (b) surface-based convective inhibition (J kg$^{-1}$) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 19. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 to 500 hPa (a) meridional wind (m s$^{-1}$) and (b) zonal winds (m s$^{-1}$) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 20. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 to 850 hPa (a) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) and (b) zonal winds (m s\(^{-1}\)) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 21. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 of (a) 850 hPa water vapor mixing ratio (g kg⁻¹), (b) 850 hPa dew point temperature (°C), (c) 925 hPa dew point temperature (°C), and (d) surface dew point temperature (°C) at 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 22. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 3 of 300 hPa (a) zonal wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) and (b) meridional wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) at on 2200 UTC 31 May 2013. Orange indicates that a one standard deviation increase in the contoured field will result in the shaded increase in FSS, whereas blue indicates that a one standard deviation increase in the contoured field will result in the shaded decrease in FSS.
Figure 23. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 of equivalent potential temperature (K) at (a) 700 hPa and (b) 850 hPa on 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
Figure 24. Sensitivity of 2200 UTC 31 May 2013 – 0400 UTC 1 June 2013 FSS for a 25-km radius neighborhood over the domain in Fig. 6 of potential temperature (K) at (a) 700 hPa and (b) 850 hPa on 2200 UTC 31 May 2013.
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